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Unit Summary
The third grade visual arts program focus is to build and expand on the New Jersey Visual Art Standards. The 
principle and elements of design along with art production, history, aesthetics, and criticism will be used to 
develop the necessary skills for a balanced art education. These areas of art education can be taught for personal 
understanding and appreciation for everyday functional products and art awareness. Drawing will be a large part 
of each unit whether it's used as a finished drawing or as a rough idea. The units will include the use of various 
art media so students will experience different art materials in their learning.

Student Learning Objectives
Compare and contrast the use of contour line in everyday life and in two and three- dimensional master works of 
art from various cultures and mediums. Use outline to delineate imagery in the creation of original artwork. 
Examine the use of the principles elements and elements of art and design in works of art from various genres 
and then demonstrate the distinctive qualities of its use in multiple drawings.

Essential Questions
• How do the elements and principles help create a meaningful piece of art?
• How do I use the elements and principles of design to create effective art works?
• How can I apply the creative process beyond this subject area? (other subjects, real world)
• Does art have boundaries?
• Does art define culture or does culture define art?
• Why should I care about the arts?
• What's the difference between a thoughtful and a thoughtless artistic judgment?

Enduring Understandings
• Culture affects self-expression, whether we realize it or not.
• Every artist has a style; every artistic period has a style.
• The arts serve multiple functions: enlightenment, education, and entertainment.
• Though the artist's imagination and intuition drives the work, great art requires skills and discipline to 

turn notions into a quality product.



• The artistic process can lead to unforeseen or unpredictable outcomes.
• The point of studying the arts is to foster meaning making, deeper emotional response and more inventive 

decision making.
• The critical process of observing, describing, analyzing, interpreting, and evaluating leads to informed 

judgments regarding the relative merits of artworks.

Application
• Sensory development and motor skills
• Esteem and expression
• Problem solving
• Discipline
• Calming effect
• Pride and Self worth
• Enhance perception.
• Observation.
• Visual Intelligence.

   

Skills
• Compose a drawing.
• Formulate an observation and proportion.
• Plan a visual pattern and texture.
• Detect the edges on a subject.
• Implement effort, imagination, and creativity and produce a drawing of value.
• Execute line based drawing.
• Expand upon drawing from observation or an original point of view.
• Utilize the different drawing techniques in a work of art.

Resources
• Visuals of famous art works by famous artists.
• Chrome books for image reference.
• Art technique demonstration posters.
• Large visual of project unit objectives.
• Large visual of essenial questions.
• Drawing tools and art materials.




